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NOTE TO TEACHERS 
✦ 
Keep in mind the goal behind this guidebook, to help create a 
comprehensive and effective ESL curriculum and instruction plan. This task 
becomes easier with guidance and practice, and following the steps of the 
guidebook facilitates the teacher’s development. The guidebook offers tools 




















Many textbooks are designed to align with the appropriate content standards, and as a              
result it becomes the responsibility of the teacher to find an applicable set of              
student-leveled standards. The following pages were borrowed from Governor Larry Hogan et            
al. (2008) as they put forth the Maryland Content Standards for ESL/ESOL. The six basic ELL                
levels are described through their language and integrated skills, which facilitate more            
accurate student level identifications, and assessment benchmarks allow for transferability          
between various student assessments and evaluations.  
 
ESL standards are a teacher’s first essential tool. These are the goal standards for ELLs who                
come into the classroom at all different starting points, and teachers must refer to these               














































































































































A yearly calendar is the second essential tool for ESL curriculum and instruction planning,              
and a calendar like the one included here helps teachers outline the goal standards that               
students reach through ESL learning. Teachers should identify their total number of            
instructional days in an academic year and consider the breadth and depth of the possible               




























WEEKLY LESSON PLAN 
 
Teachers have many different ways of lesson planning, and it important to note that a               
weekly plan is the third essential tool used here. A weekly lesson plan is recommended to                
provide ESL teachers with the flexibility they will need to include and accommodate             
students and facilitate instruction towards a particular goal standard. Teachers can break            
their curriculum maps effectively into weekly segments including the specifically varied           








































STUDENT RESOURCE INFO 
 
Teachers may want to consider this a fourth essential tool. This page fills up with student                
resource info as teachers take note from their communication with students, parents and             
families and practice of L1 inclusion strategies. From this page teachers can highlight             
student-related content, target the needs of ELLs with more specific accommodations, and            
































COMMUNITY BUILDING STRATEGIES BEGINNER’S LIST 
 
Teachers collect a variety of instructional strategies as they teach over the years because              
students as diverse as those in the ESL classroom have a lot of areas on which to focus for                   
achieving English proficiency. The following activity was taken from Wormley (2016) and can             
be revised, combined or transferred to match the style of the teacher. The website contains               


























Other instructional activities teachers may be recognized by name. Take whatever is 
applicable, research task variations or be inventive. 
 
The Barter Puzzle - Group Timeline - Problem Family Tree - Scavenger Hunt - Show And Tell - 
Find The Common Thread - Mad Lib Mission Statement - What’s My Name - Telephone - 
Classify This - What Makes You Tick - Watch Where You Step - You Get One Question - What’s 





































ESL TEACHING STRATEGIES AND IDEAS BEGINNER’S LIST 
 
Teachers collect a variety of instructional strategies as they teach over the years because              
students as diverse as those in the ESL classroom have a lot of areas on which to focus for                   
achieving English proficiency. The following activity was taken from Game Zone and can be              
revised, combined or transferred to match the style of the teacher. The website is dedicated               



























Other instructional activities teachers may be recognized by name. Take whatever is 
applicable, research task variations or be inventive. 
 
The Letter Thief - Trigger Finger - Noun Attack - Fashion Game - Article Wolf - Vocabulary Jungle 
- Make Or Do - Animals Sets - Frog Verbs - Number Hunt - The Letter Game - The Restaurant 
Game - Weather Words - Containers - Rocking English - Gone Fishing - Prefixes Game - 
Description Detective - Word Building - Snakes And Ladders - Super Similes - Job Hunt - I Spy - 
Animal, Vegetable or Mineral - Spell That Country - Similes Crossword - Verb, Noun Or Both - 
































L1 INCLUSION STRATEGIES AND IDEAS BEGINNER’S LIST 
 
Teachers collect a variety of instructional strategies as they teach over the years because              
students as diverse as those in the ESL classroom have a lot of areas on which to focus for                   
achieving English proficiency. The following activity was taken from Krause (2012) and can be              
revised, combined or transferred to match the style of the teacher. The website has a variety                






























Some ESL instructional activities are only one adjustment away from becoming an L1 
inclusion activity. Other instructional activities teachers may be recognize by name. Take 
whatever is applicable, or teachers may research task variations or be inventive . 
 
Travel Without A Passport - African-American Instruments - Global Games - Trash Your Ego - 
Paper Pieces - Marshmallow Towers - It’s A Lie - I Am - Getting To Know You - First Impressions 

























Curriculum Map Stencil 
 
Teachers following this guidebook are prepped to create a curriculum map, and the following              
curriculum map stencil is the fifth and final tool teachers will find essential in the process.                
Within the scope of an academic calendar year teachers must create unit themes from the               
textbook content, related texts, student-related content etc. in the achieving the goal            
standards for students in ESL instruction. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Conclusions 
Teachers are starting the school year at a handicap if textbooks are their only tool 
for ESL instruction. Effective ESL instruction requires teachers to have at least 
previewed their classroom textbooks and created a curriculum plan. Textbooks fall short 
of meeting the diverse needs of a classroom of ELLs, and, therefore, teachers must build 
a curriculum to support students’ academic success. It is unacceptable for teachers to fail 
their students’ in meeting their bilingual goals through English­only teaching as 
instructed by the textbook curriculum. This method leads to a loss of primary languages 
and consequently hinders ELD. The problem with many ESL textbooks and classroom 
instruction is a lack of planning because learning a second language is meant to be an 
additive process. Ultimately, ELLs should be able to use both of their languages 
proficiently. 
The purpose of this project is to find productive means for supporting students’ 
L1 in the ESL classroom. Bilingual education is successful because it promotes dual 
language acquisition, but ESL instruction can provide similar support by honoring ELLs 
and their native languages. The project as a guidebook is intended to help teachers break 
away from following the direction of the textbook. Teachers are responsible for the 
implementation of the ESL curriculum, and they have a responsibility to include their 
students’ L1 and other resources. An ESL classroom that is this multi­faceted will be 
based on a comprehensive framework which addresses learner and setting factors and 
covers all aspects of needs, means, and situation analysis (Aslrasouli, 2012, p. 1381).This 
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guidebook assists teachers in planning a curriculum that utilizes the several 
interdependent skills and intelligences of the student in their instruction. With this 
guidebook teachers help students succeed academically and work towards privileged 
bilingualism. 
This project and the research done in the review of the literature agree with the 
characteristics and models of bilingual education. However, not all ELLs have the 
opportunity to experience the benefits of bilingual instruction, which makes this project 
particularly significant. Accelerated native language loss is a common occurrence among 
ELL students and their families especially for students after just a short time in school 
(Fillmore, 2000, p. 205). The project aims to support the L1 of students through the help 
of their ESL teachers. Teachers will find the guidebook helpful in providing varied and 
effective learning opportunities for ELLs. Teachers who are able to meet the ELD needs 
of their students will teach with several positive results. This guidebook holds up to the 
demands of teachers and students alike because the goal is the same, ESL instruction for 
bilingual students. The factors contributing to the successful acquisition of English 
without the loss of L1 are many and cannot be generalized. ESL teachers will find the 
guidebook to be integral to establishing positive relationships with students as they are 
the resources for enhancing their curriculum and instruction plans. 
Recommendations 
The recommendation for the implementation of this project involves preparation 
work on behalf of the teacher. Teachers should identify resources in their ESL classroom 
that facilitate learning. This guidebook will help with that task, but it is best if read and 
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understood before starting the school year. It is intended to help teachers process their 
ESL textbooks and practice being innovative with their curriculum construction. The 
guidebook has several interactive parts, and teachers would benefit from pairing their 
textbooks with this guidebook in order to synthesize a proper curriculum and instruction 
plan.  
The continued and further development of this guidebook also carries with it a 
recommendation to ESL teachers. Teachers and their instructional styles and methods 
vary greatly as they act autonomously in the ESL classroom, and so this guidebook is 
meant only as a starting point. ESL planning and instruction can be cumbersome. The 
organization of ideas through the guidebook are meant to make effective content, tools a 
resources available to all teachers who apply this framework to their teaching context and 
style. The aim is to set teachers off on course to serve their ELLs through proficient ESL 
instruction and L1 support. The intentional use of the guidebook will lead teachers to do 
great work as they continue developing their instructional pedagogies and producing 
more efficient curriculum plans. 
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